THE SIZE OF THE
FINE FOOD PRIZE

Helping Brands Succeed Since 1945

GROW YOUR SALES BY TAPPING INTO OUR
70 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN FINE FOOD

Operating across more than 10
categories, RH Amar is either
propelling brands at the start of a new
journey, or helping established brands
to continue growing across retail,
wholesale and foodservice.
Here are just some of the great results
we are achieving for brand owners:

TOTAL RETAIL (ALL CHANNELS)

From small beginnings in 1945, RH Amar has gathered 70 years of experience
in the UK’s ﬁne food industry, and is the UK’s leading importer and distributor
of premium grocery retail and foodservice (Horeca) brands
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£8.2m

We were the ﬁrst
company to identify
the huge potential
of distributing olive
oil into food retail
at a time when it
had previously only
been available in the
UK as a therapy in
pharmacies

capers and anchovies, to
artichokes and antipasti – has
put us at the heart of a £258bn
UK industry1 that is being driven
in many categories by sales of
premium food and drink.
“My grandfather Raoul Amar
started this business 70 years
ago with a £2,000 loan and
a dream to bring ﬁne foods
to post-war Britain,” explains
MD Rob Amar. “Since then,
our company has gone from

£32m +3%

CRESPO OLIVES

‘

ffering brand owners
the most effective route
to market – as well as
providing our retail, wholesale
and foodservice customers with
a one-stop shop for ambient
ﬁne foods – RH Amar offers a
range of services beyond those
of a typical agent or broker.
And that is why we are now
in our eighth decade of growing
some of the most exciting
categories in grocery.
We are very proud of our
track record. For example,
we were the ﬁrst company to
identify the huge potential of
distributing olive oil into food
retail at a time when it had
previously only been available
in the UK as a therapy in
pharmacies.
And we are happy to take
our fair share of accolades for
inspiring the Mediterranean
diet that has captivated the UK
for several decades. We were
the ﬁrst distributor to introduce
olives into major grocery, while
our ﬁrst-mover approach across
a whole range of now popular
foods and ingredients – from

AMBIENT OLIVES

strength to strength, and today
we offer brand owners from
all over the world a full suite
of services, from sales and
marketing, through consumer
and category research, to
logistics and IT solutions.
“This guide aims to show
brand owners looking for ﬁrst
class distribution in the UK why
so many top brands have put
their faith in us.”

25%

Source: Nielsen Total Market 52 w.e 25.04.15

GROUND COFFEE

£281m +14%

+

STARBUCKS

£2.2m

36%

Source: IRI Total Market 52 w.e 23.05.15

SALAD DRESSINGS

£39m +0.7%

+

MARY BERRY’S

12%

£1.3m

Source: Kantar Worldpanel 52 w.e 12.10.14

SOY SAUCE

£24m +1.0%

+

KIKKOMAN

£4.4m

7%

Source: Nielsen Total Market 52 w.e 11.04.15

IMPULSE & CONVENIENCE

IGD Retail Analysis & Horizons 2014
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WHAT WE DO
ELLA’S KITCHEN

£3.4m

+

386%

Source: RH Amar sales data 2014 v. 2010

full sales
solutions

brand
management

category
management

70 years of RH AMAR

1940s

In 1945 fine food pioneer Raoul Amar launches
his new business, with a £2,000 loan, to
import foods from France. Before long, he
adds foods from other countries, including
Spain, the Netherlands and the USA.

warehousing
& logistics

food tech &
compliance

SACLA’

£4m

+

9%

Source: IRI Total Convenience 52 w.e 21.03.15

1950s
RH Amar starts distributing
Crespo olives – and has
been the UK’s No. 1 olive
brand for more
than 40 years

1960s
Portfolio extended to foods from
Greece, Portugal and Israel.
RH Amar brands appear in UK
supermarkets for the first time.

BITING INTO FOODSERVICE

THE UK RETAIL MARKET IN NUMBERS
“With insight-led strategies at the heart of
everything RH Amar does, it is essential that any
brand looking to enter the UK market is fully aware of
the ever changing retail landscape,” says John Heynen,
Commercial Director at RH Amar.
“Developing multi-channel category and product
strategies and solutions has become essential,
while the UK’s economic recovery signals new
opportunities in foodservice (Horeca), as well
as in wholesale and convenience retail.
“The ﬁgures below illustrate how the UK’s food retail sector is
undergoing the most seismic changes in a generation. And the
good news for suppliers looking to enter or expand their presence
in this massive market is that there are great opportunities for
those that are able to meet the challenges presented by an
ever-changing landscape,” adds John.
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WORKING WITH FAMOUS BRANDS TO
DRIVE GROUNDBREAKING INNOVATION
Exemplifying RH Amar’s big-brand capability are its partnerships with brands like
Starbucks, Crespo, Del Monte and many more, explains MD Rob Amar
Priding itself on having
the UK’s best portfolio
of ﬁne food, RH Amar is
proud to work with some
of the world’s most famous brands,
including Del Monte canned
fruit, Kikkoman soy sauce, Kühne
pickles and gherkins and Crespo
olives. The company also recently
added two Italian heavyweights
to its line-up – Mutti, Italy’s No.1
brand of tomatoes2, and Monini,
Italy’s favourite extra virgin olive oil
brand3.
Our partnership with Starbucks
typiﬁes the trust premium
brands place with RH Amar.
When launching their innovative,
microground coffee, Starbucks
looked to us to help make this a
success.
The innovation, Starbucks VIA™,
was the ﬁrst of its kind in the UK
market – a premium microground
coffee that has revolutionised the

CASE
STUDY

“Our partnership with Starbucks has
continued to evolve, while the results we
have achieved are typical of those that
we expect to achieve for our many brand
partners. We pride ourselves on our first
class knowledge and understanding of
all the categories in which our brand
partners operate, while our best in class
insights are at the heart of everything we
do to ensure that we constantly deliver
outstanding results.” – ROB AMAR

instant coffee category.
RH Amar quickly succeeded in
securing widespread distribution
for the new products in major UK
grocery retailers, while activating
and managing a high-impact
consumer awareness programme
to drive trial.
Drawing on knowledge of UK
coffee purchasing and drinking
behaviour, an ambitious plan was
devised to target 3m consumers
with tasting opportunities to
encourage a trade-up to the new
premium product.
Other activities included in-store
specialist merchandising and
advertising, as well as widespread
product sampling across all major
retailers to promote trial and
purchase.
To drive awareness outside
of stores, Starbucks undertook
an extensive media campaign
including advertising on Facebook

With an estimated value of £83bn and growing by 3%9,
the UK foodservice (Horeca) sector shows the UK’s huge
appetite for eating out, meaning there are great new
opportunities for food and drink brand owners in this
channel. Here is the market in numbers:

11% of UK diners eat in a restaurant
and 9% order a take away more
than once a week

287,000

8.5bn

1.5 million

35p

Here is a snapshot of some of the hottest new trends and
projections in UK retail:
and on Yahoo’s home page.
Starbucks also ran an on-pack
promotion offering vouchers for
a free coffee at one of its many
coffee houses in the UK.
Following the successful launch,
insight based on actual purchasing
habits was used to identify crosspurchasing behaviour which
helped shape, reﬁne and enhance
ongoing campaign planning and
management.
Today, premium instant coffee
is an established category in
the coffee ﬁxture, forged by this
groundbreaking innovation from
Starbucks.

4+

OUTLETS

5+

OUTLETS

82%

OUTLETS

58% 34%

Source: IGD ShopperVista

PROPORTION OF SHOPPERS SHOPPING
IN MULTIPLE OUTLETS EACH MONTH

Mutti is No.1 in Italy across chopped tomatoes, passata
and tomato purée (IRI YE 2013) 3Symphony IRI, Total
Market year 2013
2

Long partnerships underpin 70 years of success

3+

SHOPPING AROUND
For most shoppers,
it’s no longer one big
weekly shop in the
supermarket. People
are increasingly
shopping around,
so suppliers have
to respond to how
people want to shop.

Number of foodservice
outlets in the UK

£175
BILLION

Approximate number
of people employed in
foodservice, the largest
employer in the UK food chain

£575

GROWING BY

0.7%

50 THE TOTAL SIZE AND GROWTH RATE OF THE UK FOOD AND DRINK RETAIL MARKET

Amount each
person spends a
year in foodservice

Source: IGD Retail Analysis 2014

While RH Amar continues to enjoy driving success for
CASE brands looking to conquer the competitive UK market
STUDY for the first time, the company is equally famous for
the longevity of many of its relationships.
As the company celebrates 70 years at the forefront of the UK’s
fine food industry, a lot of it is attributed to its long association with
brand partners like Crespo, Cardini, D’aucy and Geeta’s.
RH Amar has worked with Crespo since 1955, turning it into
the UK’s best-selling brand of olives. Crespo now commands an
£8.2m share of the ambient olives retail category, and substantially
outpaces wider category growth thanks to great distribution
across all channels4.
As well as delivering the greatest value growth within the
category, Crespo can also boast eight of the 20 best-selling
ambient olive products5, and enjoys the highest brand loyalty
among ambient olive shoppers6.
“We have worked closely with Crespo over many years to

70 years of RH AMAR

1970s

Increased foreign travel and media
attention strongly increases demand
for speciality foods, while private label
opens up a whole new opportunity for
producers.

achieve these fantastic results,” explains RH Amar Senior Brand
Manager Sam Higgins, “and together we have worked hard to
ensure that we have constantly delivered attention-grabbing
innovation. Over the years, our knowledge of the UK market has
helped shape Crespo’s product pipeline, providing accurate insight
into format, flavour and olive consumption trends in the UK market.
“For example, pouches are now the fastest growing pack
format in olives7, and Crespo is by far the leading brand in pouches
with an 85% share of this segment.”
The strength of the Crespo brand has also led to its capers
outperforming the wider market, with Crespo capers experiencing
+17.6% value growth compared with the +2% of the wider caper
market8. Crespo is also the No. 1 supplier of olives and capers into
foodservice (Horeca).
AC Nielsen Total Market 52 w.e 02.01.15 5AC Nielsen MAT 02.01.15 / Homescan October
2014 6AC Nielsen MAT 02.01.15 / Homescan October 2014 7AC Nielsen Total Market 52
w.e. 31.01.15 8AC Nielsen Total Market 52 w.e. 31.01.15
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75%

7

of the adult
population eat out

times
a month

5.4

RH Amar has been working with
sauces-to-spices specialist
McCormick since 2009,
distributing its five well-known
brands – Bick’s, Hammonds, Schwartz, Noëls,
and Camp – to a discerning commercial
foodservice audience.
During that time, RH Amar has embarked
on a concerted education programme to
broaden caterers’ repertoire and use of
products.
Across the range, overall sales have
grown by +30%10, with key gains across
the Schwartz range of herbs, spices and

CASE
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20

0

of every £1
spent on food in
the UK is spent
in foodservice

1 meal in 6 is consumed out of home

2019

77% of UK convenience stores are
owned by independent retailers
(Source: WRBM/Nielsen 2013)

30

Number of
meals served in
foodservice
every year

4.6

Others

seasonings following a
programme based around
showing caterers the
quality and versatility of
the range. This has helped
caterers to increase spend per customer –
for example, by adding Cajun seasoning to
mayonnaise or butter to create exciting new
accompaniments.
Seasonal lines like cranberry sauce at
Christmas and BBQ sauce over summer have
consistently helped caterers to increase sales,
while promotional activity has also been key in
growing awareness during these periods.

Horizons 2014 10RH Amar sales data 2014 v. 2009
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1980s
RH Amar starts the decade strongly with sales
reaching £1m for the first time. The company
becomes fully computerised, acquires
its own warehouse, and establishes a
national salesforce.

Filippo Berio joins the
portfolio, signalling the start
of a 25-year relationship
that plays a major role in
expanding the UK Olive Oil
market from £1m to £160m.
Leading vegetable canner
D’aucy joins the portfolio.

1990s
Sales grow from around £4m to more than
£20m during a decade of strong growth.
RH Amar becomes a significant player in
the Salad Dressing category as it starts
distributing Cardini.

2000s
RH Amar adds its first UK-based brand
owners – Geeta’s and Wing Yip – to
strengthen its ethnic offering.

RH Amar begins the new millennium with annual sales of
£25m. More big brands join the ranks including Del Monte,
Schwartz, Sacla’ and Gaea.

German gherkins to mustards specialist
Kühne also appoints RH Amar.

RH Amar launches its first company-owned brands Cooks&Co
and The Original Waffle Company.
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BREAKING GROUND IN NEW ARENAS
While RH Amar’s track record in helping brand owners secure a footing in the
UK’s competitive retail, foodservice and wholesale arenas is well-documented,
the company continues to venture beyond its ﬁne food heartland, to help grow
opportunities for producers targeting exciting new categories
Since the start of 2015,
RH Amar has been
providing a full 3600
sales and distribution
solution for Provena as the
celebrated ‘free-from’ brand
– which offers a selection of oatbased gluten-free foods – aims to
replicate in the UK the success it
has already achieved in its home
market of Finland and beyond.
Having already secured a

CASE
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number of listings for the Provena
range, RH Amar has once again
identiﬁed a partner that is
perfectly placed to capitalise on a
fast-growing new category, with
sales of free-from food and drink
having soared in the last year by
+21.2% in value11.
“With the free-from category
now worth £518m and expected
to continue growing by +50% by
201912, we look forward to carving

out a great new opportunity
for Provena in the UK,” explains
RH Amar Marketing Director
Simon Fry.
“We are constantly on the
lookout for producers like
Provena that have something
genuinely new and exciting
to offer retailers and their
customers.
“We very much pride ourselves
in having grown some of the UK’s

biggest brands and are looking
forward to doing exactly the
same with Provena.”
11
Nielsen 52 w.e 11.10.14 12Mintel growth prediction for
free-from category between 2014-2019

New kid on the block Ella’s
Kitchen growing quickly

x

A FINE FOOD SOLUTION
THAT’S ALL UNDER ONE ROOF
SALES
100% UK coverage across
multiple retail, wholesale &
convenience, and foodservice
(Horeca)
Frequent contact with all
customers
Long-standing customer
relationships at all levels
Dedicated customer services

BRAND
MANAGEMENT

CATEGORY
MANAGEMENT

Marketing strategy
& planning capability
Product management & new
product development
Marketing &
PR/media relations

Insight-driven approach
that provides a compelling
reason to stock
Data sourcing & Analysis
Knowledge across
all categories

LOGISTICS &
WAREHOUSING

PRIVATE
LABEL

8,500m2 warehouse in
prime location
Central distribution point
Repacking and
relabelling capability
Consolidated deliveries
99%+ customer service
satisfaction

Dual opportunities
for brand owners
Supplying to multiple
grocery, convenience,
wholesale & foodservice
Dedicated private
label team

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT
Legal & Regulatory
compliance
Product Safety
Quality Control
Supplier Support & Guidance
on customer requirements &
industry best practice

Ella’s Kitchen appointed RH Amar in 2010 to
drive growth of the pioneering baby food
brand across impulse, convenience and
foodservice.
At the time, the brand was only four years old and –
despite having grown quickly in multiple grocery – Ella’s
Kitchen sought a heavyweight distributor who had
the capacity and commercial reach to penetrate new
markets.
By the end of 2014, RH Amar had helped achieve
nearly five times growth for the brand across impulse,
convenience and foodservice, including widespread
distribution across travel retail and major restaurant
and pharmacy chains.
In wholesale, RH Amar drew on its in-house
repackaging capabilities to create special cash and
carry packs for Ella’s Kitchen to deliver stronger shelf stand out for the brand.
Today Ella’s Kitchen is outperforming the market and driving both value and volume
growth of wet baby food in impulse and convenience, and is the fastest growing baby food
brand in impulse. Ella’s Kitchen accounts for 91% of pouch sales in impulse (the fastest
growing format) and is contributing 85% of all growth13.

CASE
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IRI Total Convenience 52 w.e. 27.12.14
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CONTACT US

If you would like to speak to us
about the opportunities for your brand then please call us
on +44 (0) 1494 530 200, or email info@rhamar.com

70 years of RH AMAR

2010-2015
Sales top £47m in 2010.
RH Amar enters new categories,
including hot beverages with
Starbucks, baby foods with Ella’s
Kitchen, and gluten-free with Provena.

RH Amar partners with
major food brands Monini,
Mutti and Kikkoman.

RH Amar acquires the
Mary Berry’s brand of
dressings, sauces and
condiments, further raising
the company’s profile.
2014 turnover passes £55m.

@RHAmar1945

